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Measurements of anchoring energy of a nematic liquid crystal, 4-cyano-48-n-pentylbiphenyl,
on Langmuir-Blodgett films of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine

U. Kühnau, A. G. Petrov,* G. Klose, and H. Schmiedel
Fakultät für Physik und Geowissenschaften, Universita¨t Leipzig, Linne´strasse 5, D-04103 Leipzig, Germany

~Received 23 June 1997; revised manuscript received 18 November 1997!

The Langmuir-Blodgett technique was used for deposition of monolayer lipid films of dipalmitoyl phos-
phatidylcholine~DPPC! on glass with a variable surface density of lipid molecules. In a certain range of
surface density these surfaces oriented homeotropically the highly polar nematic liquid crystal of 4-cyano-48-
n-pentylbiphenyl~5CB!. Optical transmission curves of liquid crystal layers sandwiched between orienting
lipid monolayers were recorded versus magnetic field with high accuracy. They were further converted into
optical retardation and fitted by a complete theory of the transition containing anchoring strength as a param-
eter. Independent measurements of refractive indices of 5CB were also performed by the prism method.
Anchoring energies thus obtained showed a nonmonotonic behavior with increasing packing density of DPPC
monolayers and a pronounced minimum around 0.82 nm2 per molecule. This is explained by a complete
theory of surface anchoring including steric, electric, flexoelectric, and notably surface polarization coupling
mechanisms. The last one stands for surface polarized layers at the liquid-crystal interfaces interacting with
surface electric field due to lipid molecules. The competition of these mechanisms leads to an initial dehance-
ment followed by an enhancement of the anchoring strength at monotonically increasing DPPC packing
density. Surface polarization evaluated from the experimental data is in good correspondence with molecular
parameters.@S1063-651X~99!08701-2#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb
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INTRODUCTION

Organized layers of biphilic molecules~lipids, fatty acids,
surfactants, monomer, or polymer ones! on solid supports
have been used for a long time as orienting substrates
nematic liquid crystals~NLC’s! @1,2#. They are known to
influence NLC orientation at the boundary in a specific w
depending on surface molecular density, surface cha
and/or dipole of the hydrophilic head group, number of h
drophobic tails, tail length, temperature, etc. This pheno
enon is known as liquid crystal anchoring~homeotropic, pla-
nar, or tilted!.

The Langmuir-Blodgett~LB! technique offers a straight
forward way of varying the surface molecular density
compressing or expanding the precursor monolayer on
air/water interface. It has been known for a long time that
quality of anchoring depends strongly on LB film densi
expanded layers result in much better homeotropic orie
tion than compressed ones, attributed to the presence of
lecular vacancies, ‘‘holes,’’ in them@3–5#. However, quan-
titative measurements of anchoring strength in depende
of packing density are still not available in the literature, a
thus the ‘‘hole’’ concept is not quantified.

Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the ‘‘hole
are not fully preconditioned by the LB film itself, but arise
a specific interaction process between the LB monolayer
liquid crystal ~LC! molecules, as our experiments on mix
DPPC/5CB Langmuir films demonstrate@6,7#. In that sense

*Present address: Biomolecular Layers Department, Institut
Solid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 72 Tzarig
sko chaussee, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria.
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the ability of LC molecules to occupy the ‘‘holes’’ reflect
the ability of a NLC to ‘‘dissolve’’ in the LB film, i.e., the
ability of the mixed LC-surfactant Langmuir film to form
new, two-dimensional~2D! mixed phase at the interface@7#.
On the other hand, ‘‘holes’’ may also arise in a process
LB film desorption, which means dissolving DPPC mo
ecules in the bulk of NLC’s.

Moreover, precise numerical values of anchoring ene
are of considerable interest both for the surface liquid cry
physics and for technical applications. However, in dep
dence on experimental methods for measurement and su
preparation, anchoring energy values may vary by order
magnitude@8#. In addition, in case of strong anchoring, th
exactness of surface energy coefficient depends critically
the accuracy of different LC cell parameters such as refr
tive indices, cell thickness, or bulk elastic constants.

In our experiments, we prepared an extended set of
cells differing in surface density of orienting LB films. Op
tical transmission curves of 5CB sandwiched between orie
ing lipid monolayers were recorded versus magnetic fi
~Fréedericksz transition@9#!. To fit the experimentally ob-
tained optical retardations, we used a numerical method
the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation which is qu
different from the multidimensional shooting method usua
applied in solving the nonlinear boundary-value proble
@10#. The method presented here is easier to accomplish
exhibits shorter computer times. The difficulties in the det
mination of surface energy mentioned above were solved
taking into account the data of the whole set in the fitti
procedure. In this way, it was possible to detect small diff
ences in surface energy between the cells of the set.
thickness of the filled cells was measured by the crystal
tation method. Optical refractive indices of 5CB were o
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PRE 59 579MEASUREMENTS OF ANCHORING ENERGY OFA . . .
tained by means of a higher accuracy modification of
prism method using an orienting magnetic field.

THEORY

We start with an outline of the theory@11–13# in order to
provide a general framework for our discussion. We consi
a hydrophilic glass substrate covered by an LB monolaye
lipid molecules with area densitynLB ~Fig. 1!. The steric part
of the anchoring energy,W0 , we regard as a constant in th
range of densities provided by the LB technique~from 1.0
31018 to 1.531018 m22).

We also stress that 5CB molecules enter the LB film i
polar fashion~Fig. 1!, which gives rise to a surface polarize
layer of densityPS of the nematic in the immediate conta
with the LB film @13–15#.

Furthermore, we assume that due to the contact of l
molecules with glass, some kind of charge separation ta
place between the glass surface and the lipid monolayer~its
mechanism will be specified later on!, or, alternatively, that
each lipid molecule brings about~on average! some small
partial charge~cf. @13#!. Thus, we hypothesize that th
amount of surface charge is explicitly related to lipid dens
~see the Discussion!.

After making contact with the liquid crystal, the surfac
electric field E0 originating from surface charges will n
longer be confined between glass and the DPPC monola
but will rather penetrate the bulk to some extent, becaus
the onset of counterion mobility. It is very important to el
cidate the extent of field penetration or, conversely, the
tent of field screening. The screening by the ions presen
the bulk of a weak electrolyte~i.e., the liquid crystal! is well
known and sufficiently well described by the Debye-Hu¨ckel
theory@16#. The limit of vanishing bulk ion concentrationn`

~far from the walls! is less familiar. The screening is the
accomplished by the counterions of the surface char
groups. Thus, we take the limitn`→0, i.e., c0→` of the
Gouy-Chapman solution@Eq. ~12.39! in @16## of the nonlin-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of NLC-LB film interaction
the case of the DPPC-5CB interface. A thin film of trapped wa
between glass substrate and DPPC head groups is assumed
molecules penetrate the DPPC monolayer in an orienting fash
aiming with their highly polar CN group towards a hydrophil
glass surface. In this way 5CB erects alkyl chains of DPPC that
normally tilted @6#, and acquires a polarized dipolar surface lay
due to the surface biphilic field@14#. Lipid heads may carry partia
electric charge, giving rise also to a surface electric field.
e
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ear Poisson-Boltzmann equation and of the Grahame e
tion @Eq. ~12.30! in @16##. In this way we obtain the distanc
dependence of the surface field with no bulk screening in
following, not very common, form:

E~z!5
s

ee0

1

11z/lS
5

E0

11z/lS
, ~1!

wherez is a coordinate, normal to the glass plane,s is the
surface charge density,e is an appropriate dielectric consta
of the liquid crystal~e.g.,e uu for a homeotropically oriented
LC!, e0 is the absolute dielectric permittivity of free spac
andlS is a characteristic length of surface screening:

lS5
2ee0kBT

qes
, ~2!

whereqe is the proton charge andkBT is the thermal energy
We see that unlike the case of bulk screening, Eq.~1! repre-
sents a fractional rational function, instead of an exponen
one. Surface screening lengthlS ~introduced here! plays the
role of the Debye screening length,lD :

lD5Aee0kBT

2qe
2n`

, ~3!

which accounts for the bulk screening~cf. @16#!. A better
insight into the meaning oflS can be obtained by noting tha
it equals the distance up to which thermal energy could p
an elementary charge against the surface electric field of
charged plane (E05s/ee0). ComparinglS andlD we can
see that bulk screening takes over surface screening w
bulk ion concentration exceeds a limiting value:

n`
lim5

s2

8ee0kBT
. ~4!

If we assume a~very low! surface charge density of on
elementary charge per 1000 lipid molecules, with an area
DPPC molecule at close packing of about 0.5 nm2, we can
calculate from Eq.~4! ~usinge518, see below! the value of
2.031022 m23 or, in charge units, 3200 C/m3. If we com-
pare this to the usual values of ion concentration for p
liquid crystals, i.e., 6 C/m3 @17#, we see that in pure material
surface screening is much more important than bulk scre
ing, even at such very low surface charge values : under
same conditions lS525 nm @from Eq. ~2!# while
lD5580nm@17#.

Surface electric field is an important source of LB-L
coupling with three main components: dielectric, flexoele
tric, and polarization@11–13#. However, in view of the
present finding that this field is always effectively screen
~especially in pure LC materials! by the surface counterion
~cf. also@18# in this respect!, no substantial field penetratio
in the bulk could be expected and thus dielectric coupl
considered earlier to be of primary importance should rat
be considered negligible~see below!.

Now, with a surface field in the form of Eq.~1! we can
get from @13# for the surface energy function the followin
expression:

r
CB
n,

re
r
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Fsurf5
1

2S 1

2
lSDee0E0

21eE01W0D sin2uS2PSE0cosuS ,

~5!

where De is dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal,e
(5e1z1e3x) is its total flexoelectric coefficient,PS is the
surface polarization, anduS is the angle between the surfac
director and the substrate normal (z direction!. In the limit of
small uS , this expression simplifies to

Fsurf5
1

2S 1

2
lSDee0E0

21eE01PSE01W0D uS
25

1

2
WSuS

2.

~6!

While the first dielectric term in the brackets appears q
dratic in the surface field, it is actually linear in view of E
~2!. Then we get

WS5S Dee0kBT

qe
1e1PSDE01W0. ~7!

If we now estimate the first term in the parentheses~with
kBT/qe525 mV and De512 @19#! we get a value of
2.7310212 C/m. Indeed, compared toe'1310211 C/m
@20# and PS}10210 C/m ~see the Discussion!, this term
could safely be neglected.

For further discussion it is very important to note th
surface polarization is also dependent on monolayer l
density, because the number of polarly ordered 5CB m
ecules depends on the free available area in the LB film~i.e.,
the total area of the incorporated LC molecules; cf. Fig.!.

Having realized that anchoring strength depends on
details of surface electric field coupling to the LC, we ha
chosen the magnetic Fre´edericksz transition as a method f
measuring effective anchoring energy. Obviously, the e
tric Fréedericksz transition would disturb this coupling b
shifting surface charge equilibrium and could produce rat
different results.

Magnetic deformation of a LC layer~of thicknessd) was
described by minimization of the free elastic energy fun
tional containing surface terms:

F5E
0

d

~ f elast1 f magn!dz1Fsurf~0!1Fsurf~d! . ~8!
7

-

t
d
l-

e

-

r

-

Surface energy was used in Rapini-Papoular form@21#:
Fsurf51/2WSsin2uS, with WS from Eq. ~7!. Such a form is
easier to handle than that given by Eq.~5!. Its use is justified
providing that deformation angleuS is small enough. Elastic
and magnetic energy densities have their familiar form@9#.

f elast5
1

2
~K11sin2u1K33cos2u!S du

dzD
2

,

~9!

f magn52
1

2
m0xaH2sin2u,

whereK33 is the bend elastic constant,K11 is the splay elas-
tic constant,xa is the diamagnetic anisotropy, andm0 is the
absolute magnetic permittivity of free space. Integration
the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations for the func
u(z) under the constraint of the~symmetric! boundary con-
ditions leads to (uS is the angle at the surface!.

1

k

H

HS
5

2

pE0

c~uS!A11h~11tan2c!sin2uScos2u

12~11tan2c!sin2uScos2u
du,

~10!

where

c~uS!5arctanFHS

H
A 12sin2uS

11hsin2uS
G ,

h5
K112K33

K33
, k5

pK33

WSd
,

HF5
p

d
A K33

m0xa
, and HS5

HF

k
5

WS

Am0xaK33

.

For any given value ofWS , Eq. ~10! provides a relationship
betweenuS and the ratio of the applied magnetic fieldH to
the ideal Fre´edericksz thresholdHF , which is the threshold
field for infinitely strong anchoring. Equation~10! was
solved numerically~Fig. 2! andxa was taken from@22#. For
fitting to the experiment, the deformation described by E
~10! must be translated into the optical retardation curve:
D~H !5
4nod

l

HF

H E
0

c~uS!A11h~11tan2c!sin2uScos2u

12~11tan2c!sin2uScos2u
F 1

A12z~11tan2c!sin2uScos2u
21Gdu, ~11!
a

es

in
b-
ter
whereD52p(n̄e2no)d/l is the optical retardation~in rad!,
l is the light wavelength,z512(no

2/ne
2), andno ,ne are the

ordinary and extraordinary index of refraction.

EXPERIMENT

LC sandwich cells were made by highly transparent B2
cronglass plates, used for LC devices~Gebr. Rettberg
0

GmbH, Germany!. These were cleaned for 25 min with
glass cleaning mixture~Hellmanex II, 2% in water, Hellma
GmbH, Germany! at 80 °C. Subsequently, the substrat
were rinsed 10 times with highly purified water~ELGA Ultra
High Quality II, UK! and once more cleaned for 25 min
saturated chromosulfuric acid at 80 °C. Finally, the su
strates were again rinsed 10 times with highly purified wa
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FIG. 2. Graphical solution of Eq.~10! in the
text. Straight lines from the origin represent th
left-hand side of Eq.~10! for the indicated values
of k and curved lines represent the integral on t
right-hand side for a number of values of the su
face angleuS . The crossing point of any straigh
line with the lineuS50 gives the relative thresh
old field for the corresponding anchoring energ
while that withuS590° represents the saturatio
field. The graph corresponds toh520.375.
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and immediately used for LB film deposition. By means o
dynamic surface tensiometer~DST 9025, Nima Technology
Ltd, UK!, advancing and receding contact angles for wate
less than 4° were obtained with these cleaned plates.

LB films for liquid crystal alignment were made from th
synthetic lipid DPPC (.99% purity, Sigma!. DPPC was dis-
solved in chloroform (.99% purity, Merck, Germany! and
spread on the aqueous subphase of the LB trough~Nima
622D2, Nima Technology Ltd, UK! after glass substrate
had been immersed. The compression rate of the lipid mo
layer was on average 0.03 nm2 molecule21 min21. DPPC
monolayers were deposited on glass substrates at area
molecule in the range from 0.7 nm2 to 1.0 nm2. Deposition
was always performed at 26 °C. All these areas then co
spond to the expanded part of thep-A isotherm, above the
beginning of condensation~Fig. 5!. The withdrawing speed
of glass slides was 3 mm/min. Immediately after monola
transfer, two glass plates were mounted in a cell holder w
antiparallel pulling directions, using spacers in the range
16 mm to 23 mm. The parallelism was checked by a las
beam. After filling the cells with the nematic 5CB~Merck,
Germany!, the director orientation was perfectly homeotr
pic.

The thickness of the filled cells was measured by the c
tal rotation method@23# with an accuracy of 0.2mm. Optical
refractive indices of 5CB were obtained by means of a hig
accuracy modification of the prism method using an orie
ing magnetic field@24#.

We then monitored the Fre´edericksz transition in ou
samples. Filled cells were placed in a magnetic field~with
LC director perpendicular to the field! between two crossed
polars and illuminated with a He-Ne laser~Uniphase, CA!.
Optical transmission curves were recorded versus magn
field with an accuracy of 0.5 mT and then converted in
optical retardation. Calibration of magnetic field versus c
rent was performed by means of1H NMR. Sample tempera
ture was maintained to better than 0.1 K.

Finally, we fitted these optical retardation curves, mi
mizing the difference between experiment and theory@Eq.
~11!# of a number of LC cells by variation ofK33 andK11 for
f

o-

per

e-

r
h
f

r

s-

r
t-
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all the cells and by separate variation ofd ~within its error
limits, see below! andWS for every single cell.

RESULTS

Experimental results obtained by the crystal rotati
method are illustrated in Fig. 3 by a typical experimen
transmission curve together with the theoretical fit. On
assumption that optical refractive indices are known with
high degree of precision and the glass plates of the LC
are parallel, from the fit in Fig. 3 the thickness of the fille
cell can be determined with an accuracy of 0.2mm.

5CB refractive indices were measured by us at sev
temperatures and wavelengths. The results are summa
by the following fitted expressions:

ne5A11
a2

~12a4 /l2!
, no5A11

a1

~12a3 /l2!
,

with an5DnS 12
T

Tn
D en

, n51, . . . ,4,

where

D151.220, T15308.32 K, e1520.010 38,

D252.0122, T25309.5 K, e250.045 57,

D3519 238.7 nm2, T35309.32 K, e3520.0535,

D4543 612.1 nm2, T45309.0 K, e450.038 58.

For determination of the value of surface energyWS , we
used 15 LC cells with cell thicknesses between 16mm and
23 mm. The surfaces of the cells were covered by DP
monolayer LB films deposited at various surface pressu
p, i.e., with varying areaA per molecule~see thep-A iso-
therm on Fig. 5!. In Fig. 4, the experimental transmissio
curve and the calculated optical retardation curve are plo
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FIG. 3. Determination of the
thickness of a filled LC cell by the
crystal rotation method. The
dashed line is the experimenta
curve taken at 28.2 °C, the dotte
line is the normalized curve, and
the solid line is the fit@d5(27.7
60.2) mm, uS50.04°60.10°,
l5632.8 nm!#.
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vs. applied magnetic field for a 18.6mm 5CB-DPPC (A
50.94 nm2/molecule) cell at 23 °C, together with the th
oretical fit according to Eq.~11!. The curvature of the optica
retardation curve is mainly determined by theK33/K11 ratio.
The slope and the Fre´edericksz threshold field are most se
sitive to surface energyWS . For the whole set of LC cells
we obtained from the fitK33510.13 pN andK1158.08 pN at
23 °C. Data for some other temperatures are given in Ta
I. Values ofWS for every single cell are shown in Fig. 5 as
function of the area per moleculeA. They all correspond to a
fairly strong anchoring~extrapolation length is roughlyb
5K33/WS50.1 mm). Surprisingly,WS exhibits a minimum
at aboutA50.82 nm2/molecule, quite independent of tem
perature. This unexpected result will be discussed in the
tion below.
le

c-

DISCUSSION

In order to discuss the area dependence on anchorin
terms of the coupling model of surface polarization to s
face electric field, we need to explicitly relate these two s
face properties to monolayer lipid densitynLB . Most simple
is then to assume that each lipid molecule carries a cha
bqe , whereb(!1) is the partial charge per lipid head. I
such a case the surface electric field will be

E05
bqe

e uue0
nLB . ~12!

We shall model the area dependence on the surface pola
tion following the ‘‘hole concept’’~Fig. 1! with the follow-
ing ansatz:
B
ce
a
n

FIG. 4. Optical transmission curve of a 5C
cell between crossed polarizers in dependen
of the applied magnetic field, showing maxim
and minima; calculated optical retardatio
curve ~solid line! and fitted curve~dashed line!
(l5632.8 nm, d518.6 mm, T523.0 °C, A
50.94 nm2).
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TABLE I. Surface anchoring parameters of 5CB oriented by a DPPC monolayer and bulk elastic
stants of 5CB.WS

min is the minimum value of the surface energy anchoring coefficient occurring at a pa
densitynLB

min of the DPPC monolayer.PS0 is the surface polarization of 5CB andb is the partial electric
charge per lipid molecule in units of proton charge. The standard deviation ofPS0b ranges from 13% at 23°C
to 18% at 33 °C.WS

min ,nLB
min , and PS0b were obtained from the fit according to Eq.~14!. The bend elastic

constant,K33, and the splay elastic constant,K11, were extracted from the fit of the optical retardation curv
Eq. ~11! of all cells of the set.

T (°C) WS
min (mJ/m2) nLB

min (nm22) PS0b (pC/m) K33 (pN) K11 ~pN!

23 44 1.18 27.7 10.1 8.1

25 37 1.17 25.5 9.3 7.8

27 32 1.17 27.4 8.3 7.2

29 26 1.17 23.0 7.4 6.6

31 22 1.16 23.5 5.8 6.2

33 20 1.17 23.0 4.8 4.6
ta
it

r-
er.
o-
a

o-

m

PS5PS0F12
nLB

nLB
maxG , ~13!

wherenLB
max is the maximum lipid density at close packing~in

our casenLB
max52.2231018 m22, corresponding to a mini-

mum area of 0.45 nm2 from the DPPC isotherm, Fig. 5!. In
this way surface polarization is linearly related to the to
hole area, available for 5CB molecules to penetrate. W
Eqs.~12! and ~13! in mind, Eq.~7! then takes the form

WS5W01S Dee0kBT

qe
1e1PS0DAnLB2PS0A

nLB
2

nLB
max

,

~14!
l
h

whereA5bqe /(e uue0) and e uu518 @19#. Equation~14! rep-
resents a parabola with a minimum at

nLB
min5

nLB
max

2 S 11
e1~kBT/qe!Dee0

PS0
D , ~15!

provided sgn(PS0b)521, i.e., that surface field and pola
ization are oppositely directed with respect to one anoth
With a cyanogroup of 5CB molecule facing the surface, p
larization will be oriented like the surface normal, i.e., in
positive direction; this means thatb,0, i.e., surface charge
must bear a negative sign.

PS0 could be estimated from the longitudinal dipolar m
ment of 5CB, 16.3310230 C m @25#, or 21.6310230 C m
@26# and the cross section area of a 5CB molecule, 0.4 n2
a
FIG. 5. Surface elastic energyWS ~left-hand side ordinate, standard deviation of the fit indicated by the bar! versus the molecular are
A of 15 DPPC-covered LC cells at 23.0 °C. On the same plot ap-A isotherm of the DPPC monolayer at air/water interface for 26 °C~the
temperature at which LB film deposition was always affected! is presented~surface pressurep on the right-hand side ordinate!.
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FIG. 6. Second-order polynomial regression ofWS data vs area densitynLB for 23.0 °C. The scatter in the measured data~characterized
by the standard deviation and indicated by the bar! is mainly caused by the deviation of a fitted curve from the experimental op
retardation curve in the near Fre´edericksz threshold~Fig. 4!. This deviation depends on the exact adjustment of cells in the magnetic
in connection with the gradual increasing of the external field~in steps of 2.5 mT! in finite time. ~A larger experimental Fre´edericksz
threshold stands for a very good adjustment of cells in the magnetic field, because the relaxation time at the threshold is infinite.! When this
part of the experimental curves is neglected in the fitting process, the standard deviation of second-order polynomial regression is
~but not done in the presented data!.
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~the collapse area of a pure 5CB monolayer on water
interface@6#! as (4.1–5.4)310211 C/m. To account for the
larger than a monolayer thickness of the surface polari
layer due to a diffusion of the oriented molecules inside
bulk within about three molecular lengths@14,15#, we can
triple this value and arrive atPS0'1310210 C/m. If we
then neglect the first and the second term in the parenth
of Eq. ~14! by reasons explained after Eq.~7! above, we can
calculate the partial charge per headb from the parabola’s
curvature.

The result from a second-order polynomial regression
WS data at 23 °C is shown in Fig. 6. Data from this and oth
fits at higher temperatures are given in Table I. Bulk elas
constants, common parameters of all cells obtained by de
mination of surface energy values, show a decrease
temperature that is familiar for a NLC~let us note that our
Kii values are slightly higher than the literature ones, bu
general higher values are more reliable than lower on
since all sample imperfections contribute to a decrease
elastic constants!. The temperature-independent positionnLB

min

of the WS minimum justifies the estimationPS0'1
310210 C/m permitting to neglect the second term in t
large parentheses of Eq.~15!; with a lower value ofPS0 the
temperature dependencies ofe and De would have shown
up. This reinforces the dominance of surface interacti
over bulk interactions. Indeed, fromb at 23° we obtain a
valuelS50.6 nm@Eq. ~2!#.

Assuming the surface polarizationPS0 to be independen
of temperature and having the value given above, we ob
ir

d
e

es

f
r
c
r-

th

n
s,
of

s

in

from column 4 in the table the valueb of relative partial
charge. These values for the partial charge of DPPC coul
favorably compared to some recent findings@27,28#, indicat-
ing that the PC head group, although zwitterionic~see Ref.
@16#, p. 356! is weakly negatively charged.

Another possible mechanism of the origin of charge is
lipid-assisted dissociation of some groups on the glass
face and diffusion of the protons to the bulk, leaving t
surface negatively charged. In such a case, according to
mass action law, the amount of surface charge is prop
tional to AnLB, and so is the surface field@cf. Eq. ~12!#. In
such a case the equivalent of Eq.~15! also corresponds to a
curve with a minimum which is, however, shifted to low
film densities. Note, the observed temperature dependenc
the productPS0b could likely be caused at constantb by a
decrease ofPS0 with temperature.

CONCLUSION

We presented here quantitative measurements of anc
ing energy of a nematic liquid crystal on LB film in depe
dence on film packing density, demonstrating a nonmo
tonic behavior of anchoring and a minimum of anchori
energy. The appearance of such a minimum was rational
within a general theoretical framework of nematic anchor
as mainly due to an electric coupling between surface fi
and surface polarization of the nematic, both being dep
dent on LB film surface density.
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